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Kenta meets Akiko on a street in Hanamori-machi. He is trying to buy an electric drill, to work on his 
new house. Kenta and Akiko talk about the di erences between Tokyo and Hanamori.
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Japanese Translation

Are you looking for anything?

I think that…

such as… and…

in bad condition

electrical appliance store

…, isn’t it/doesn’t it?

paint

I tell you that…

has moved in

to run a shop/business

hometown

place called Hanami-mura

local

as I expected

countryside

I got tired in the end

Are you not bored?

it’s convenient and also…

all around the world

can eat

enough

since I was born

city

nature
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Japanese Translation

air

I want to lead a slow life

place I can play sports

popular

please call me Kenta

main street, shopping street

set meal restaurant, simple restaurant

some, several

chain stores

I’m glad that I can eat it

want to protect

I must be going now
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English Translation
Kenta meets Akiko on a street in Hanamori-machi. He is trying to buy an electric drill, to work on his 
new house. Kenta and Akiko talk about the di erences between Tokyo and Hanamori.

Excuse me, do you have a moment?KENTA

AKIKO Sure. Are you looking for something?

Yes, I’d like to buy a drill. Is there a good shop nearby, do you know?

There is. Do you know the bookshop near the station?

Erm, yes, I know the station, but the bookshop?

Yep. It’s a big shop, so I think it also has drills. Was it kanji drills you wanted, or 
English drills…?

Oh, sorry, I meant a DIY drill. The one I have at home is old and in bad condition, 
so I want a new one.

Apologies! Well then, it’s not the book shop you want, but the electrical appliance 
store.

The thing is I also want to buy some paint along with it…

In that case, the home centre is best. There’s a bus stop just over there – that bus 
will take to you the home centre.

Thank you so much. I just moved to this town last week – I’m Aoyama. And you 
are…?

I’m Ueda. I run an inn near the station. Welcome to Hanamori!

Miss Ueda. Pleased to meet you!

Pleased to meet you, too. Where are you from?

I’m from Tokyo, and I lived there for fi fteen years. But my hometown is in Nagano, 
in a place called Hanamimura.
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Ah, Hanamimura? So you’re a local, then! How are you fi nding Hanamori?

As I expected, the countryside is nice. In Tokyo there are so many people and cars 
wherever you go, and I got tired of it in the end. But Hanamori is quiet, and it’s a 
pretty place, too.

Is that so? Aren’t you bored?

Not at all. Tokyo is convenient, and it’s interesting, too. There’s art, there’s music, 
and so many new things, as well as the fact that you can eat food from all over the 
world. But I’ve had enough. What about you, are you originally from Hanamori?

Yeah, I’ve lived here ever since I was born. When I was younger I used to want to 
go to the city, but I prefer the countryside. It’s full of nature, and the air is clean, 
you see.

I know what you mean. Back in Tokyo I was always so busy every day, so now I 
want to lead a more relaxed life. I don’t know this town very well yet, though. Is 
there a place I can play sports?

There’s a sports centre next to Hanamori Park. As well as that, the sports gym in 
front of the station is popular with young people because it’s new. Mr Aoyama, you 
could also certainly…

Ah, my name is Kenta Aoyama – please, call me Kenta. I really want to go and 
check that gym out.

Kenta, is it? Call me Akiko.

Thanks. So, Akiko, where do you go for things like shopping and food?

For shopping, I go to the main street in front of the station. As for food, there are 
several tasty soba and set-meal restaurants, and there are also some good cafés. 
Everything is a shop that’s run by the locals, there are no chain stores. There are 
fewer stores than in the city, but because it’s simpler here, I quite like it.

Sounds good. I’m glad I’m able to eat local food.
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There is also a big supermarket, but because I want to protect the stores in 
Hanamori, I tend to do my shopping on the main street. Anyway, Kenta, I must 
be going now, as I have work.

Thank you for everything. I hope to speak to you again soon, Akiko!

AKIKO

KENTA


